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This paper describes a set of laboratory-based experiments, which demonstrate the
autonomous capture of a non-moving resident space object by a spacecraft equipped with
a single robotic manipulator. An air bearing test bed is used to simulate weightlessness
and frictionless maneuvering on a plane. The chaser is composed by a floating spacecraft
simulator carrying a kinematically redundant four-link serial manipulator. The manipulator
mass is similar to the mass of its base-spacecraft, resulting in an unusually large dynamic
coupling. Emphasis is given to the guidance and control, demonstrating floating, flying and
rotation-flying coordinated control strategies. A resolved-motion-rate controller regulates
the manipulator joint velocities. The relative navigation problem, solved by the test bed
metrology system, has been left outside the scope of this effort. The presented experiments
increase the number of space robotics experimental evaluations conducted in dynamically
representative environments.
Nomenclature
C generalized convective inertia matrix
H generalized inertia matrix
J velocity Jacobian
q generalized variables











Extensive analytic work and numerical simulations have been devoted to the capture of a Resident Space
Object (RSO) by a spacecraft equipped with robotic manipulator.1,2 The scarcity of suitable test facilities3,4
has made the equivalent experimental-based work less abundant. This lack of experimental evaluations, may
raise feasibility concerns over some of the proposed guidance, navigation and control strategies as well as
delay their on-orbit deployment.
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 SPACE Conferences and Exposition 
Many future space missions (e.g. servicing, inspection or active debris removal) may require the use of
a robotic manipulator to capture cooperative or non-cooperative RSOs. The dynamics of space-based ma-
nipulators substantially differ from their terrestrial counterparts, as the base-spacecraft, not being anchored
to the ground, is free to react to the manipulator’s motion. When the base-spacecraft mass and inertia
are comparable to the manipulator ones (i.e. as it is the case for light and small base-spacecraft) this dy-
namic coupling can not be safely omitted when modeling, or treated as a small disturbance during control.
The prominent dynamic coupling, combined with the inherently non-linear manipulator dynamics, make
the modeling and control of robotic manipulators attached to small spacecraft a challenging task. Other
hardware related non-linearities (e.g. friction, flexibility or joint backlash) further magnify the challenge.
A substantial amount of analytic and simulation work has been previously conducted to tackle the mod-
eling and control of space manipulators and their base-spacecraft, including extensive research on RSO
capture.1,2, 5–7 The difficulty of recreating the dynamic conditions of a space-based manipulator in a labo-
ratory environment has limited the availability of validation experiments of autonomous capture maneuvers
by highly dynamically coupled space manipulator systems. Even without considering systems with high
dynamic coupling, this type of experiments have been scarce.8–14
The Naval Postgraduate School Floating Spacecraft Simulator Test Bed (also known as POSEIDYN)15,16
recreates in two translation and one rotation degree-of-freedom the spaceflight dynamics of proximity oper-
ations. This test bed has been used to experimentally demonstrate the capture of a stable RSO by using
a four-link kinematically redundant robotic manipulator mounted on a small autonomous vehicle (i.e. with
high dynamic coupling) acting as a spacecraft simulator. See Fig. 1 and 2 for an overview of the experimental
set-up.
Figure 1. Experimental set-up.
Emphasis has been given to the guidance and control problems with the relative navigation problem being
solved by the test bed motion capture system (i.e. the exact RSO position is provided to the chaser). The
different flying (controlled base-spacecraft) and floating (freely reacting base-spacecraft) coordinated control
modes have been considered and experimentally evaluated with a resolved-motion-rate controller being used
to operate the manipulator joints. An initial analysis followed by numerical simulations has been used to
design and adjust the guidance and control algorithms that have been later experimentally evaluated.
The final close-in approach to the RSO and its subsequent capture are the only phases considered and
experimentally evaluated, which given the test bed limitations, maximize the experiments’ relevance. During
these final phases, the chaser and target RSO remain sufficiently close together that the relative orbital
dynamics have a negligible effect, making this experimental demonstration particularly appropriate for the
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A distinctive aspect of this research effort is that the base-spacecraft is relatively light and small –in terms
of mass and inertia– when compared to the manipulator. With a manipulator to base-spacecraft mass ratio of
∼1 and a manipulator inertia (when fully extended)∼50 times larger than its base-spacecraft counterpart, the
dynamic coupling is particularly prominent, presenting a more challenging modeling and control problem.
Previously flown robotic manipulator systems exhibit significantly more benign mass and inertia ratios.
The Space Shuttle orbiters were equipped with the remotely operated Shuttle Remote Manipulator System
(SRMS) –colloquially known as Canadarm.17 The ISS is currently equipped with two remotely operated
manipulator systems, the Space Station Remote Manipulator System (SSRMS),18 also known as Canadarm2,
and the Japanese Experiment Module Remote Manipulator System (JEMRMS).19 In both cases, the base
spacecraft is significantly larger than the manipulator; the relative mass ratio between SSRMS and the ISS
is ∼222 and a mass ration of ∼200 exists between the SRMS and the Space Shuttle. The ETS-VII20 and
the Orbital Express21,22 missions were also equipped with robotic manipulators. With a relative mass ratio
of ∼24 for ETS-VII and ∼15 for Orbital Express the position and orientation disturbances due to dynamic
coupling start to be significant. The Orbital Express mission also demonstrated a high level of autonomy by
performing an autonomous on-orbit capture of a cooperative RSO.
In this paper, the experimental setup is discussed first because it drives the mission scenario but also
the guidance and control strategies involved. The different control strategies that are evaluated are then
briefly presented. The analysis as well as the guidance and control law design are discussed next. Finally,
the experimental evaluation results are presented and discussed.
II. Experimental Set-up
The experiments have been conducted using two ∼10 kg Floating Spacecraft Simulators (FSS) that
float via air bearings over a 4-by-4 meter granite monolith. One of the FSS is used as the chaser’s base-
spacecraft, while the other represents the RSO to be captured. The chaser is equipped with a four-link
serial manipulator, which also floats on the granite monolith. This set-up provides a planar, yet dynamically
equivalent, environment in which to experimentally evaluate spacecraft proximity operations maneuvers (see
examples of recent efforts15,23–25). Figure 2 shows an overview of the test bed.
Figure 2. Overview of the test bed.
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A. Floating Spacecraft Simulators
In each of the FSS, an onboard tank of compressed air feeds three flat air bearings. When supplied with 60
psi of compressed air, the air-bearings lift the FSS ∼ 5µm above the granite monolith, greatly reducing the
FSS friction. This quasi-frictionless dynamics combined with the horizontally leveled monolith produce a
low residual acceleration environment which recreates in two translation and one rotation degree-of-freedom
(planar motion) the dynamic environment of spacecraft proximity operations.
Eight cold-gas thrusters, also fed by the onboard tank, provide autonomous motion capability to the
FSS. On the chaser vehicle an onboard reaction wheel provides additional torque capability, rising its mass
to 13 kg and its inertia to 0.28 kg m2. The thruster pulses are modulated via a Sigma-Delta Modulator and
a speed mode controller manages the reaction wheel speed so that it provides the requested torque. This set
of actuators and their controllers replicate the common actuators found in spacecraft, further increasing the
dynamic fidelity of the test bed.
An onboard power system and an onboard computer make the vehicles fully autonomous. A Wi-Fi
module enables the vehicle to communicate with other FSS or external equipment.15,16
As the emphasis has been given to the guidance and control, an overhead optical motion capture system
(VICON) is used to provide (at 50 Hz rate) the position and orientation of the different FSS, thus rendering
the navigation problem effectively solved. Streamed to the FSS via User Datagram Protocol (UDP) packets,
the navigation data is augmented by an onboard Fiber Optic Gyroscope (FOG) and processed by a Discrete
Kalman Filter (DKF), resulting in a full state estimate.
B. Robotic manipulator
A recently developed modular four-link manipulator mounted on one of the FSS (see Fig. 1 and 2)26 enables
experimental research on space robotics. The modular design allows to quickly reconfigure the manipulator
to meet changing test requirements. In this case a serial four-link manipulator configuration has been used.
Each of the manipulator links contains a single revolute joint actuated by a 1.8 Nm harmonic drive
motor with an associated driver and an absolute encoder. A 2 Nm torque sensor, an onboard computer
(with a Wi-Fi module for connectivity) and a power system complete the link’s equipment (see Fig. 3). An
air bearing per link ensures that the multibody system remains quasi-frictionless. The base-spacecraft FSS
provides the required air supply to the links’ air bearings, which is daisy-chained from the base-spacecraft.
Figure 3. Annotated view of a modular link.
The capture of the RSO with the manipulator is simulated using a simple conic docking interface, as
shown in Fig. 4. Magnets located at the tip of the docking interface provide some latching force and allow the
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chaser to exert a small force to the RSO after its capture. A small optical camera overlooks the manipulator
docking interface (its end effector). Given that the navigation problem is solved and that the RSO has a
grappling fixture – in this case a docking interface – the RSO can be considered as cooperative (similar to
the Orbital Express mission configuration).
(a) RSO (b) Manipulator
Figure 4. Docking interface.
Each of the manipulator links is 38 cm long and has a mass of 2.9 kg. The docking interface adds an
additional ∼200 g to the last link. The total four-link manipulator mass is ∼12 kg, reducing the base-
spacecraft to manipulator mass ratio to ∼1. When fully extended the inertia of the multibody system
increases up to ∼14 kg m2, which is ∼50 times larger than the base-spacecraft inertia. Due to the manipulator
high mass and inertia, the dynamic coupling completely dominates the multibody system dynamic behavior.
C. Onboard software
The FSS on-board computer, with its real-time operating system, handles all the required computations.
To interact with the other elements of the test-bed, the on-board computer can receive and send UDP
data streams over Wi-Fi. Due to the links modular design, the communications of the links with the base-
spacecraft is also done via UDP data streams over Wi-Fi. Each link streams its joint state –joint deflection,
angular speed and torque– and accepts joint velocity commands at a rate of 50 Hz. VICON position
measurements of the base-spacecraft are also received via a UDP stream over Wi-Fi. The RSO position is
also streamed to the base-spacecraft (as the navigation problem has been considered solved). Finally, the
chaser FSS sends selected telemetry streams back to an external PC for debugging and logging purposes. In
a more general case, the different FSS can also communicate with one another over the same Wi-Fi network.
An overview of the communications architecture is shown in Fig. 5.
A schematic representation of the FSS on-board software is shown in Fig. 6. The navigation block
contains the interfaces to acquire the VICON and FOG data, which is later fused in a DKF. A gating logic
implemented in the DKF rejects data packets that are corrupt. The guidance blocks processes the base-
spacecraft state q0, the state of the target and the telemetry streams coming from the manipulator in order
to provide commands to the manipulator, in terms of joint angular velocities q˙m, and the generalized forces
to be applied to the base-spacecraft τ0. The base-spacecraft generalized forces are then parsed and mapped
to the eight thrusters and the reaction wheel.
D. Dynamic modeling
To derive the kinematic and dynamic properties of the spacecraft manipulator system the in-house developed
open source SPacecraft Robotics Toolkit (SPART) has been used.27,28 The equations of motion of a robotic
multibody system with a moving base can be written as in Eq. 1, with H denoting the overall system
generalized inertia matrix, C the generalized convective inertia matrix (Coriolis and centrifugal forces) and
τ the generalized forces acting on the system. The generalized variables can be decomposed q = [q0 qm]
T
into
the base spacecraft variables q0 containing the position and pose of the base (with their time derivatives being
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Figure 5. Communications architecture used on the FSS test set-up.
Figure 6. General software architecture.
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q˙0 and q¨0), and the manipulator variables qm containing the joint deflections (with their time derivatives
being q˙m and q¨m). Using this decomposition, the equations of motion can also be expanded as shown in Eq.
2. Note that the generalized forces can also be decomposed τ = [τ0 τm]
T
into the base-spacecraft forces and
torques τ0 and those torques acting on the manipulator joints τm.






















The considered scenario assumes a stable RSO that is much larger than the chaser spacecraft. This RSO
assumption implies that the RSO is not tumbling and that the momentum imparted through contact dynam-
ics during the capture is sufficiently small so that the RSO will not react to it. This will be experimentally
emulated by having the RSO FSS not floating on the granite (i.e. being immobile). In contrast, the contact
dynamics experienced by the chaser will still be relevant and have an effect. Experimentally, the chaser FSS
will be floating on the granite, and thus it will be affected by the contact dynamics between the chaser and
the RSO.
The experiments’ initial conditions will have the chaser FSS start at one side of the granite monolith
with a folded manipulator, as shown in Fig. 7. To perform the experimental demonstration, the chaser will
have to close in on the target RSO, represented by the static FSS, unfold its manipulator, and eventually
capture it.
Figure 7. Experimental evaluation initial conditions on the test bed.
IV. Analysis and Simulation
To achieve the capture of the target FSS the following four phased maneuver has been adopted:
1. The chaser FSS closes in on the target RSO and adopts a hold position in its proximity. During this
initial maneuver the manipulator is in a folded configuration, minimizing the overall vehicle size and
inertia and thus enhancing the vehicle’s maneuverability.
2. The manipulator unfolds, adopting its pre-capture configuration. During the unfolding the base-
spacecraft is left to freely react. The hold position has been selected so that after the unfolding
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maneuver reaction the chaser is directly facing the target. Additionally, a safety margin is added to
the hold position to ensure a collision-free unfold maneuver.
3. The chaser moves to the pre-capture position, refining its alignment and bringing the target RSO
within the manipulator’s capture range.
4. Finally, the chaser captures the target FSS by actuating its robotic manipulator, and in some instances
the base-spacecraft actuators as well.
A Linear-Quadratic Regulator (LQR) has been used to guide the FSS during the system-wide translations
and rotations. As the manipulator changes configuration, the chaser’s inertia changes, and the LQR gain
matrix is consequently adjusted. Different weight factors are used for the different phases –targeting more
gentle gains for the initial approach phase and more aggressive gains in subsequent phases. These different
gains are computed oﬄine and result in an overall gain scheduling scheme.
The requested translation forces resulting from the LQR are actuated by the base-spacecraft thrusters.
Due to the manipulator presence, the center-of-mass of the chaser is displaced from the base-spacecraft
geometric center. This displacement generates undesired torques when the thrusters fire. By estimating
the location of the center-of-mass, the torques resulting from the thruster firings can be estimated and
then compensated for. The LQR requested torques are then combined with these compensation torques to
generate the final torque command that needs to be actuated.
This requested torque to be actuated is split between the reaction wheel and the thrusters in order to
increase the maximum achievable torque and thus obtain a greater control authority. In an on-orbit scenario,
the reaction wheel (or other momentum exchange devices) could fully absorb the torque command, reducing
propellant consumption.
During the first phase, the LQR controller guides the FSS to a hold position. When this hold position
is achieved, the manipulator is unfolded with the base-spacecraft freely reacting to the manipulator unfold
(floating control mode). The base reaction during the unfold maneuver can be pre-computed and accounted
for when selecting the hold position and orientation. In this case, the hold position is chosen such that after
the unfold maneuver reaction, the system is nominally aligned with the target (shown in Fig. 8).
To ensure a collision-free unfolding maneuver, the hold position may be located further away from the
target than what would be otherwise desired. After the unfold is completed, the chaser will then slightly
close in on the target, bringing the RSO within capture range. This close in maneuver is also used to correct
any deviations resulting from the unfold maneuver and to finely align the chaser with the target RSO. This
last hold position, immediately before capture, will be referred to as the pre-capture position (shown in Fig.
8).
Having the chaser aligned with the RSO simplifies the final capture maneuver. The end-effector will only
need to move in a straight-line to capture the target RSO (see Fig. 8).
For the last capture phase, the following control strategies have been explored:
• Floating base (freely reacting) with manipulator resolved-motion-rate control.
• Zero-Reaction-Maneuver where the kinematic redundancy of the manipulator is exploited to reduce
the floating base reaction.
• Rotation-flying base (controlled base-spacecraft attitude) with manipulator resolved-motion-rate con-
trol.
• Flying base (controlled base-spacecraft position and attitude) with manipulator resolved-motion-rate
control.
A. Floating and resolved-motion-rate control
In a resolved-motion-rate control the manipulator and base Jacobians (which map joint space velocities into
operational space velocities as shown in Eq. 3) are used to obtain the required manipulator joint velocities
q˙m that provide the desired end-effector motion tEE = [r˙EE , ωEE ]. Equation 4 shows how to compute the
manipulator velocities by using the Jacobians if the desired end-effector motion is provided.
tEE = J0q˙0 + Jmq˙m (3)
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(a) Hold position (b) Pre-capture position
Figure 8. Notional hold and pre-capture positions.
q˙m = J
−1
m (tEE − J0q˙0) (4)
By using the momentum equation shown in Eq. 5 the base-reaction can be predicted. In Eq. 5 M denotes
the system momenta, both linear and angular.
If the maneuver starts at rest M = 0 and there are no external forces, as it is the case of floating base
maneuver, a floating base Jacobian J? (implicitly containing the base reaction) can be obtained.29
H0q˙0 +H0mq˙m =M (5)
tEE = J
?q˙m (6)
J? = Jm − J0H−10 H0m (7)
In this implementation of the resolved-motion-rate control, a proportional controller is wrapped around
the difference between the current end-effector position with respect to the desired one. The proportional
controller output is the desired end-effector velocity tEE , which is then used in the resolved-motion-rate
controller. To bound the joint velocities below a maximum end-effector velocity of 1 cm/s has been imposed.
This slow motion ensures that the navigation DKF remains stable and that the manipulator can accurately
track the prescribed trajectory
The manipulator has four degrees-of freedom, which provides kinematic redundancy. As a result, the
manipulator Jacobian Jm (or floating Jacobian J
?) will not be square and thus can not be directly inverted.







The kinematic redundancy also creates a null-space that can be exploited to re-configure the manipulator
without affecting the end-effector position with respect to the base. This can be used to eliminate the base
reaction as used on the following section for the Zero-Reaction-Maneuver. This null space can also be used
to minimize any other function.30
In a floating control mode, the uncontrolled base reaction will limit the end-effector range. Figure 9 shows
the initial configuration that offers the largest straight-line range with a minimum rate resolved-motion-rate
controller and a floating base. A symmetric configuration with respect to the first joint would also offer the
same properties.
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 ∆θ0=-12 deg ∆r0=16 cm
Figure 9. Initial configuration with maximum end-effector straight-line range with a floating base.
A maximum joint velocity limit of 45 deg/s has been imposed when generating this maximum range
configuration (assuming that the end-effector moves at a constant 1 cm/s). This stopping condition occurs
just prior to the kinematic singularity that occurs when multiple joints are aligned.
B. Zero-Reaction-Maneuver (ZRM)
In a ZRM the kinematic redundancy is exploited to eliminate the base reaction. Depending on the level of
the manipulator kinematic redundancy, a zero reaction can be achieved on all or on just a limited set of the
base-spacecraft degrees-of-freedom.31
When a manipulator has just one redundant degree-of-freedom, only one of the base-spacecraft reactions
can be eliminated. In a planar case it makes sense to impose a zero rotational base-spacecraft reaction (e.g.
to keep the base sensors pointing in the same direction).
Equation 9 can be employed to obtain the joint velocities q˙m required to achieve the requested end-effector
motion tEE while transmitting no rotation reaction. In this case H˜0 and H˜0m represent the sub-matrices
associated with the rotational degree-of-freedom of the base-spacecraft (or in general, the degrees-of-freedom










The initial configuration that maximizes the ZRM end-effector range is shown in Fig. 10. As the figure illus-
trates, the ZRM maximum range, when compared to the floating or the following flying cases, is considerably
diminished.
When this very limited-range maneuver is combined with experimental uncertainties, calibration errors,
and hardware related non-linearities, the range is further diminished. This renders the ZRM maneuver
unusable because the end-effector initial condition, just prior to the start of the capture maneuver, would
be very close to the target RSO. Such a configuration somewhat neutralizes the advantage of having an
articulated manipulator. After all, why not finish the maneuver with an extra thruster impulse rather than
extending the manipulator?
The main reason for the very limited ZRM range is the large dynamic coupling arising from the large and
heavy manipulator. Compensation for the strong base reaction due to the manipulator requires significant
manipulator reconfiguration, thus limiting the maneuver range. With a larger base-spacecraft, the ZRM
range may increase to useful levels. Due to the small ZRM range achieved with the current base-spacecraft
and four-link manipulator configuration, the ZRM maneuver has not been experimentally evaluated.
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 ∆θ0=0 deg ∆r0=7 cm
Figure 10. Initial configuration with maximum end-effector straight-line range using a ZRM.
C. Rotation-flying base and resolved-motion-rate control
In this case the base-spacecraft is controlled to maintain its orientation, while letting its position react. The
initial configuration that maximizes the range for this control mode is shown in Fig. 11.











 ∆θ0=0 deg ∆r0=25 cm
Figure 11. Initial configuration with maximum end-effector straight-line range with a rotation-flying base.
It can be immediately seen that maintaining the base orientation significantly increases the maneuver
range. The penalties of using a reaction wheel (or any momentum exchange device) to keep the base-
spacecraft rotation stable are limited, making the rotation-flying control mode an excellent compromise
between range and power/propellant use.
D. Flying base and resolved-motion-rate control
In this case the base-spacecraft is controlled to maintain its orientation and also its position. The initial
configuration that maximizes the range for this scenario is shown in Fig. 12.
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 ∆θ0=-0 deg ∆r0=0 cm
Figure 12. Initial configuration with maximum end-effector straight-line range with a flying base.
Unlike the rotation-flying case, propellant is required to maintain the position. This makes this control
mode the most expensive of all the options, but also the one with the greatest range. In an actual on-orbit
demonstration, special precaution needs to be exercised when using the thrusters in close proximity of the
target, as their plumes could potentially damage the target or contaminate its surfaces.
It is also important to note that for the rotation-flying and flying cases the actuators of the base-spacecraft
can saturate. To ensure that they stay well within their limits, the velocity of the end-effector can be limited
to reduce the required instantaneous forces and torques (the required cumulative impulse will still be the
same).
V. Experimental Results
For the experimental evaluation campaign, the configurations offering the maximum range have been
selected (shown in IV). The pre-capture position (i.e. the position immediately preceding the capture ma-
neuver) has been selected so that the end-effector starts at a distance away from the RSO target that is
equal to half of its maximum predicted range. This large margin will help compensate any starting position
inaccuracies, remaining residual velocity, measurement noise, imperfect manipulator or base-spacecraft actu-
ation, modeling uncertainty (e.g. uncertainty in the manipulator inertia) and the adverse effects of contact
dynamics during the last centimeters of the capture (docking interface friction).
A. Floating base and resolved-motion-rate control
Figure 13 shows the experimental results obtained on the POSEIDYN test bed (reconstructed from the chaser
FSS telemetry) for a floating base and resolved-motion-rate control. The accumulated impulse actuated by
the thrusters is used as an indicator of the control effort. Additionally, the black cross on Fig. 14 (and in
subsequent figures) represents the estimated location of the system’s center-of-mass. For the floating case,
some video frames taken during the capture maneuver are shown in Figure 13, with the upper right corner
of the images showing the end-effector camera view.
B. Rotation-flying base and resolved-motion-rate control
Figure 15 shows the experimental results obtained on the POSEIDYN test bed (reconstructed from the
chaser FSS telemetry) for a rotation-flying base and resolved-motion-rate control.
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 Translation impulse: 0.00 Nms
(a) Initial condition














 Translation impulse: 2.06 Nms
(b) Hold position














 Translation impulse: 2.07 Nms
(c) Unfold














 Translation impulse: 4.23 Nms
(d) Pre-capture position














 Translation impulse: 4.23 Nms
(e) Capture
Figure 13. Experimental results for floating base and resolved-motion-rate control.
(a) Initial condition (b) Hold position (c) Unfold
(d) Pre-capture position (e) Capture
Figure 14. Video frames for the floating base and resolved-motion-rate control.
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 Translation impulse: 0.00 Nms
(a) Initial condition














 Translation impulse: 3.41 Nms
(b) Hold position














 Translation impulse: 3.41 Nms
(c) Unfold














 Translation impulse: 5.47 Nms
(d) Pre-capture position














 Translation impulse: 5.47 Nms
(e) Capture
Figure 15. Experimental results for rotation-flying base and resolved-motion-rate control.
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C. Flying base and resolved-motion-rate control
Figure 16 shows the experimental results obtained on the NPS-FSSTB (reconstructed from the chaser FSS
telemetry) for a flying base and resolved-motion-rate control.














 Translation impulse: 0.00 Nms
(a) Initial condition














 Translation impulse: 3.69 Nms
(b) Hold position














 Translation impulse: 3.69 Nms
(c) Unfold














 Translation impulse: 5.31 Nms
(d) Pre-capture position














 Translation impulse: 9.10 Nms
(e) Capture
Figure 16. Experimental results for flying base and resolved-motion-rate control.
VI. Discussion
By observing the different experimental evaluation results (see Fig. 13, 15 and 16) it can be immediately
realized that the control effort used for the initial translation from the initial condition to the first hold
position is similar for all the different control modes. This is an expected result since in all the cases
this translation is conducted with the same manipulator configuration (folded) and using the same LQR
controller. The observed difference can be mainly attributed to the different distances of the hold positions
with respect to the initial FSS condition. For example, the hold position of the floating case is closer to
the initial FSS position than the other control modes hold positions - thus resulting in a smaller control
effort. Slight differences on the initial position (which has been manually adjusted) may also contribute to
the observed difference.
The base-spacecraft reaction during the unfold maneuver was estimated beforehand and taken into ac-
count when selecting the hold position and orientation. The goal was to have the end-effector aligned and
pointing towards the RSO after the 15 second unfold maneuver. This is approximately achieved in all cases,
but it appears that there is a small bias in the final orientation. Although this small deviation is corrected
before the final capture maneuver starts, this orientation bias could signal some error on the system dy-
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namic model (e.g. inaccuracies in the estimated manipulator inertia or in the estimated links center-of-mass
location).
Table 1 shows the center-of-mass displacements ∆xCoM during the unfold maneuver. Ideally, in a fric-
tionless environment and with the system starting at rest, the center-of-mass position would remain in a
constant position during the unfold maneuver, as the base-spacecraft is not actuated and thus there is no
momentum imparted to the system. Experimentally, the center-of-mass position estimate moves 7-10 cm
during this unfold maneuver. Residual velocity at the start of the maneuver, uncertain dynamic properties
of the system (causing an uncertain center-of-mass estimation) and the residual test bed acceleration could
be the cause this small discrepancy. The base-spacecraft displacement ∆x0 during the unfold maneuver is
given in Table 2 and shows the expected results.
Table 1. Center-of-mass displacements.
Maneuver Floating Rotation-Flying Flying
Unfold ∆xCoM 7 cm 8 cm 10 cm
Capture ∆xCoM 10 cm 6 cm 10 cm
Table 2. Base-spacecraft position displacements.
Maneuver Floating Rotation-Flying Flying
Unfold ∆x0 28 cm 27 cm 30 cm
Capture ∆x0 20 cm 11 cm 7 cm
During the capture maneuver, the center-of-mass position should remain constant for the floating and
rotation-flying cases (as no translation momentum is imparted to the system). In a flying case the thrusters
impart a linear momentum and consequently, a center-of-mass translation is expected. The experimental
results do not clearly show this distinction (see Table 1). The momentum imparted through contact dynamics
of the docking interfaces probably blurs this expected behavior.
During capture, the base-spacecraft displacements are expected to have the opposite behavior. On the
floating case the base-spacecraft should exhibit a large displacement during capture (as it is not controlled),
the rotation flying should exhibit a smaller displacement and in the flying case no base spacecraft displace-
ment should be observed. This expected behavior matches quite well the observed pattern as shown in Table
2 (although the flying case does not achieve the ideal zero displacement).
An expected result that can be clearly seen in the experimental evaluation data is the difference in
translation control effort. The floating and rotation-flying cases have a smaller propellant usage when
compared to the flying case. Since the base-spacecraft is left to freely react in the floating case and only the
attitude of the FSS is controlled in the rotation-flying case, no translation impulse is required during the
capture phase.
It is also interesting to point out that the ZRM maneuvers – or any attempt to use kinematic redundancy
to eliminate base reaction – although analytically elegant, suffers from a short range thus reducing their
practical applicability. The uncertainties in the system dynamic magnitudes and the presence of other un-
modeled nonlinearities (e.g. structure flexibility, motor backlash, motor delay) only aggravates the problem.
Due to the small range and these other unmodeled effects, the experimental demonstration of a ZRM-based
capture was not attempted with the current base-spacecraft and manipulator configuration. Modifying the
underlying hardware to extend the range while limiting the effect of uncertainties as well as including in
the dynamic models some of most prominent currently unmodeled phenomena needs to be addressed before
attempting any meaningful demonstration of a ZRM-based RSO capture.
VII. Conclusions
The successful experimental demonstration in a laboratory environment of the capture of a non-moving
resident space object by a small spacecraft equipped with a kinematically redundant robotic manipulator
enlarges the number of experimental evaluations conducted in the space robotics field. It also paves the way
to perform demonstrations of more complex scenarios (e.g. capturing a tumbling object) and has helped
identify the practical limitations of the Zero-Reaction-Maneuver in highly dynamically coupled systems.
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